


Today, we are learning to read and write words that 
contain au and aw saying /or/.



Let’s practise reading all of this weeks focus words. 



The museum was closing. Kit, Sam, Mum and Dad headed towards 
the exit. “What an experience!” said Dad. “You will definitely have 
something to tell your friends on Monday! Better go and get Ben 
now!”



Kit and Sam skipped along the path. Mum and Dad walked behind, 
carrying the souvenirs. Kit bought a solar system pencil case and 
Sam bought stars that glow in the dark for her bedroom. 



“I’m looking forward to getting back to the hotel,” Mum said. “I 
might even try the sauna before we leave!”
“I wonder what Ben has been up to today?” pondered Dad.



It’s a Dog’s Life
Practise

The family are collecting Ben from the dog play centre by the hotel. The 
lady explains that Ben has had a little accident. Can you read the 

accident form? 



Ben has had a great day and 
made lots of new .

We did think he had hurt 
his .

It did look but with a 
little clean, he was fine. 

We could tell he was OK when 
he started digging up the           !

, we must add that he 
was very well behaved!

lawn

awful

also

friends

paw



Ben has had a great day and 
made lots of new friends.

We did think he had hurt 
his paw.

It did look awful but with a 
little clean, he was fine. 

We could tell he was OK when 
he started digging up the              
lawn!

Also, we must add that he 
was very well behaved!

lawn

awful

also

friends

paw



“Oh, what’s he like!” muttered Dad. “Ben is always getting into 
mischief! Thanks for looking after him. It looks like he has had a 
great day!”
“Come on, Ben,” called Mum. “It is time to go home!”



While Dad packed the bags and loaded the car, Mum, Kit and Sam 
went to use the hotel facilities. “We might as well make the most 
of it!” smiled Mum. They had a swim in the pool. It was only little 
but they had it all to themselves.



When Kit and Sam had finished swimming, they met Dad in the 
changing rooms and got dressed. They waited outside until Mum 
appeared a while later. “Where have you been Mum?” asked Sam.
“Oh, I just did a few extra lengths in the pool,” said Mum 
suspiciously.



Once Kit and Sam were home, they decided to put together a photo
album of their weekend. “Grandma Dadi and Grandpa Dada would
love to see your photos!” said Dad, smiling. “Grandma Dadi has 
already said she might take Danesh there in August.”



This weekend we went to a hotel. We thought the beds 
were so comfy and fluffy! We were there because we 

were visiting a museum.



We left Ben to play at the dog play zone and saw 
many other dogs there! When we got to the museum, 

we looked at the amazing rockets. 



The museum was full of different models of stars, 
planets and launching rockets. Aubree let us eat some 

astronaut food. It felt funny in our mouths!  



Then we all floated about in the zero gravity room. We could do 
tricks and go upside down! Mum felt very unwell in the 

chamber. Dad also did not feel well!



After that, we found out that Ben had been having fun 
and making friends. Ben hurt his paw but it did not 

stop him digging up the lawn!



Mum said we needed to make the most of the hotel, so 
we went for a swim and a splash. Mum went in the 

sauna when we were not looking! 



“Well, what a wonderful weekend!” remarked Dad.
“Yes I enjoyed everything except the zero gravity room!” replied 
Mum.
“Did you enjoy the sauna though?” asked Dad.
“Yes, it was so love….wait, how did you know?” asked Mum.
“You have been found out!” said Sam and everybody laughed!




